Week beginning 29th June 2020
Hello again Year 2! A new week, a new set of challenges. As always we have been checking
your books on Bug Club and adding new 2Do’s to Purple Mash - we love marking them so
keep doing them and try some of the Twitter challenges too. If you want something different
have a look at these and see how many you can complete with your family:
Rainfall Gauge
As the weather is supposed
to be rainy most days this
week can you complete a
Maths challenge to do with
the rain?

Year 2 Learning Journal
We know our year has been cut short
but we have learnt lots this year.
Think about our Transport, Fire Fire and
Island Adventures topics as well as the
different stories and Science work we
have covered.

Choose a container and

Move like an animal
Can you find different ways
to move around your house
or garden that mimic how
an animal would move? Here
are some examples:
The spider tickled his way across

leave it outside for the same

my carpet.

length of time each day

The cat padded her way across

(perhaps from 9am until

the garden fence.

3pm like the school day).

The little mouse scampered across
his cage.

Then take it inside to

The snake slithered across the

discover how much rain has

grassy floor.

been collected. Can you make

Enjoy exploring the place like

a bar graph of the rainfall?
Which day rained the most?

Write about three different things you
have learned and why you chose
them.

animals!

Art or Not Art?
Normally at this point in the

Look

year we would visit Mersey

image

Park to complete a few

discuss

activities. One would be to

the

In Science we would be

and

looking at Plants and the

with

jobs of the different parts.

at

someone is this

produce some artwork

art?

inspired by Andy

How

do

you know? If I

Goldsworthy and nature.

told

you

an

elephant was
painting this would it change your
mind?

Who

is

the

true

artist

the

elephant or it’s trainer?
This is a still image taken from this video
if you’d like to see the rest of the clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=He7Ge7Sogrk

Can you collect together
natural items and create a
picture with them? It could
be a spiral, a flower, a sun
or an animal.
Share photos of the activity with
us by emailing:
schooloffice@merseypark.wirral.sch.uk.

Scavenger Hunt
Picture Books are a great way of
encouraging your children to read for
pleasure. They are open to more
interpretation as children ‘read’ the
pictures as well as the words.
See how many picture books you can
read this week and keep a log of them to
share when we see you in school.

Can you draw your
favourite plant, label the
different parts and explain
what their job is?

